The Applied Air FAP and IFL were designed from the ground up to comply with ALL sections of ASHRAE 62.1 including:

Section 5.5: airstream surfaces
Section 5.9: particulate removal
Section 5.10: dehumidification
Section 5.11: drain pans
Section 5.12: coils
Section 5.14: service access
Introducing

Applied Air

THE RESULT OF OVER 30 YEARS OF INDUSTRIAL OUTSIDE AIR EXPERIENCE

The Applied Air FAP and IFL can help you achieve LEED points in the following areas:

LEED NC 2.2 points:

- EQ2: 30% more outside air
- EQ5: efficiency and filters
  *(DHTD burner & MERV 15 filters)*
- EQ6.2: controllability
  *(AdaptAire DDC Controls)*
- EQ7.2: verification
- EA4: refrigerants (R410A)
- EA5: measurement and verification